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Littlstar Entertainment Inc. Ltd. was founded in 2015 and is a video game developer based in Osaka, Japan. It is a subsidiary of Littlstar Inc. and is registered in Japan (JPSC No. 38831). Littlstar and its subsidiary companies are based in Tokyo, Japan. The Tales series has been created as Littlstar Entertainment’s flagship
brand, including the Tales of series. It has been listed as one of the top-selling video games in various countries such as Japan, USA, Europe, and Korea, and has sold more than 50 million copies in the Japanese market alone. The Tales of series also includes multiple properties, such as the Tales of series, as well as

games in the Heroes of series (e.g., Tales of Berseria, Heroes of Loot, and Tales of Lyla), Cartoon Arcade (e.g., Tales of Berseria, Tales of Festival), collection of games (e.g., Tales of the Abyss, Tales of Graces f, Tales of the Abyss Remaster, etc.), and cross-media properties (e.g., Tales of Berseria, Tales of Graces f). The
Tales of series is well-known for its series of characters, including main characters Rosa and Cecil, villains Aloy and Celes, the group of heroes known as the Resistance, and the protagonist’s various companions and antagonists. In Tales of Berseria, players can control the main characters Rosa and Cecil in a third-

person action game, while you can control their expansions of dreams, Berseria and her exclusive friends, or in Celes’s tales of life, her world. Furthermore, in Heroes of Loot, you can use the power of the Gathering units to make allies and become a powerful opponent to fight against the Demon King. You can also visit
the official website of Tales of the Abyss here. You can visit the official website of Tales of Berseria here. You can visit the official website of Tales of Graces f here. You can visit the official website of the Tales of Lyla series here. You can visit the official website of the Tales of the World: Grand Magi series here. You can

visit the official website of the Tales of the Abyss Remaster series here. You can visit the official website of Tales of Festival and other Tales of series here. You can visit the official website of the Tales of Graces f �

Features Key:
 A Quest World as Big as the World Entirely.' Connect a variety of fields seamlessly as if they were just one big field. As you search for hidden items, you will find hidden counterparts in a variety of fields related to the search. Furthermore, you will be guaranteed to meet players from around the world. • Requirement

and Growth System Inspired by FACTIONS Online.' Spirit advancement accompanies the experience of the struggles and inclinations of the characters’ hearts. In addition to acquiring marks for the class, the characters develop according to the conditions of a variety of fields, and acquire spirit marks and at the highest
rank obtain stats such as attack power and defense power. • Invite Your “Treasure Hunting Friends” You can invite your friends to join the game and gain shared experience on your adventures by combining yourself with them.

When it comes to the structure and content of the game, players will be expecting the standard RPG genre you’re used to seeing—Story, Classes, Battles. However, things are a little bit different here. There is a worldwide united group called the Elden Ring, which will bring about a major change in each player’s journey. The
role of the Elden Ring is to activate and guide the character. Characters don’t actually have much of a story, but rather experience a sort of fantasy drama depending on their existing narrative and the current narrative of the Elden Ring’s influence on them. It is anticipated that characters will grow by varying depending on
their desires and ambitions. In addition to these features, the game uses cutting edge technology that will bring about an entirely new legend of fantasy to players worldwide. 

CONTENT DESCRIPTION
RPG Content Online Game Type. Online Game Model. Online Play Multiplayer, Compatible with Asynchronous Multiplayer. Combat Game Class Based, Canonical Web Play Supported. Roleplaying Game NPC Character Customization Class Customization Character Growth, In-game Customization, Ability/Magic Control. Advanced
Weapon/Sword/Gladius The game features heavy emphasis on the development of weapons. Each class has its own specialty, and the player can freely change the class (changing the equipment and the experience of the current class) to become the best class. GK Registration Will be open with an 
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• Great action RPG gameplay, which is well-balanced and exhilarating • 8 classes to choose from and a variety of skill setups that you can freely develop • Character customization and a variety of characters and equipment that you can equip to suit your play style and the world • A vast world seamlessly connected through
the Lands Between, as well as full 3D dungeons • Easy, simple, and fun to learn, which will never fatigue your finger • Feel the presence of others and feel the excitement of fighting! • Fast, exhilarating action, which brings out the maximum performance of your device • Joyful battles, with a high sense of accomplishment •
Epic dialogue and a play mode unique to the Elden Ring Game features Classes Classes There are 8 classes to choose from. As with the previous game, you can choose from the class backgrounds on the character screen, and as you continue to play, you can freely combine them to create your own character. Sword, Axe, Bow,
Gun, Knife, Magic Weapon, Glove and Boots The basic equipment that allows you to fight while moving. Class Backgrounds Backgrounds are status effects that change the play styles of each class. Lv. Up Effects Lv. Up Effects When you use an AoE skill that consumes experience points, there is a chance to increase your
experience. Lv. Up Skills Lv. Up Skills The damage of your skills increases and consumes experience points. Weapon Skills Weapon Skills Weapon skills that can be freely combined to unleash brutal skills. Skill Sets Skill Sets There are a variety of skill sets that can be freely combined to create your own play style. Combining
Skill Sets Skill Sets A variety of skills that can be freely combined. Character Customization Character Customization There are many different combinations of stats and equipment that you can customize and equip. Equipment Equipment Class equipment and NPC equipment that can be equipped. Backgrounds Backgrounds
Several Character backgrounds are available to be equipped. Class Customization Class Customization Characters can be freely combined to make their own character. Background Customization Background Customization Backgrounds can be freely combined to create

What's new in Elden Ring:

FEATURES

New fantasy action RPG for the Nintendo Switch™ in which you choose the path of a “tarnished” swordmaster in an adventure to recover what was once yours and become an Elden Lord, “Elden who
spread far from the Elden Ring.”
A vast world and fantastical story based on Adam Christopher's novel
Customize your character freely using new weapon, armor, and magic customization systems
Embrace a multilayered story told in fragments to choose the path of your destiny
A variety of quests, activities, and combat enemies with different attributes that fill your experience bar to progress your character
New battle system that supports attacks such as Link Art, Chain Art, and Lock on Art by utilizing craft items and a character development system
Unique offline and online play with other adventurers so that you can connect with others

Key Features 1. A vast world and fantastical story based on Adam Christopher’s novel 2. Customize your character with new weapon, armor, and magic customization systems 3. Embrace a multilayered story
told in fragments to choose the path of your destiny 4. A variety of quests, activities, and combat enemies with different attributes that fill your experience bar to progress your character 5. Battle system
that supports attacks such as Link Art, Chain Art, and Lock on Art by utilizing craft items and character development 6. A variety of items such as weapons and armors, combat abilities, and crafting materials
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